NOTES


2. Round and smooth all edges around hand hole and along the wire-way to protect the conductors.


4. Install grout after plumbing the pole.

See placement detail for foundation and anchor bolt details.

See grout details for grout details.

Round and smooth all edges around hand hole and along the wire-way to protect the conductors.

Install grout after plumbing the pole.

See wiring details for wiring details.

For continuous seal weld to base plate or pole wall, view A.

Conductor attachment detail configurations vary among different manufacturers.

Hand hole = configurations vary among different manufacturers.

Anchor bolt (typ.) = see note 1.

Top of pole base plate.

Grout.

Top of foundation / barrier.

Luminaire pole.

Hand hole = configurations vary among different manufacturers.

Anchor bolt (typ.) = see note 1.

Top of pole base plate.

Grout.

Top of foundation / barrier.

Luminaire pole.

Hand hole.